Check out http://donjohnston.com/snap-read/
Snap & Read is your Universal tool for accessible reading on Google Chrome!
• Reads text aloud (both accessible and inaccessible) on Google Drive, email, websites, and even PDFs
• Dynamically levels text
• Translates text into over 90 languages
• Works with Bookshare books
• Works with Kindle Cloud Reader
• Proves outcomes with data!
Not all text readers are created equal, and Snap&Read helps students in ways no other tool can. Only
Snap&Read:
•
Dynamically Levels complex passages by adjusting needlessly difficult vocabulary (without changing the
meaning/rigor)
•
Reads inaccessible text (Flash, images, and PDFs) on Google Chrome without a complex conversion
process
•
Reads PDF and Bookshare books in the Chrome browser
•
Supports Kindle Cloud Reader (works with over 3.2 million books)
•
Works offline — if your school is like most and has internet outages or speed issues, you need this!
•
Translates text into over 90 languages — including entire pages and after Dynamic Text Leveling!
•
Gives Smart Data — See how much your students are reading and the level of text they’re reading.

Dynamically Levels Text
Students often shut down
when they face text above
their reading levels. These
students need their text made
more readable. Snap&Read
does just that! It allows
students to dynamically
adjust text across the web
without changing the meaning.
The result? Students get
control over the most
challenging texts like
Shakespeare, and the
Declaration of Independence!

Translates into 90+
Languages
NEW!
Learning a new language is
difficult enough. It’s even
more difficult to soak up
grade-level content in that
new language—especially
with challenging vocabulary.
Snap&Read takes a creative
approach to language
support through a
combination of Dynamic Text
Leveling, text-to-speech, and
translation.

Proves

Outcomes with

Data
NEW!
Quickly see how much
students are reading and the
readability levels of the what
they read. This data gives
you the data you need to
make smart decisions and
implement with a level of
fidelity that you’ve never had
before. Snap&Read complies
and collects all of this data in
a way that protects student
privacy.

Check out http://donjohnston.com/cowriter/
Writing comes from the human desire to communicate—to take an idea and express it in words. But for
some students, the words don’t come out right. There’s a wall between the idea and writing it out.
Grammar and spelling get in the way. Word recall is a barrier. This is where Co:Writer comes in. It uses
grammar- and vocabulary-smart word prediction to help students better express their ideas in writing.

Integrates across
Google, iPad, and
Desktop
Whether on iPad, iPhone,
Chromebook, or desktop, your
students will have access to their
favorite writing tool!
Preferences and Dictionaries are
stored in the cloud, so your
students can access their
personalized supports from
anywhere, on any device—and
even take it offline.

Supports Vocabulary in
the New Standards

Proves Outcomes with
Data

Over 4 million Topic
Dictionaries supply
vocabulary from every college
and career-ready standard
from Atomic
Structure to Penguins. This
helps students write with
more academic and topicspecific vocabulary.

Co:Writer data gives you a
level of fidelity of
implementation that you’ve
never had before. Quickly
see how much students are
writing and their vocabulary
usage while protecting
student privacy.

